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need for improvising interesting instruction might have a
valuable effect in giving a more practical bias to the education
of the adolescent and juvenile.
Outside the official efforts, which are only slowly beginning
to assume even the barest outlines of a system, the only after-
care provided for the juvenile during the all-important years
of his entry into self-supporting employment has long been
the supervision provided by voluntary agencies.
The records of athletic and social clubs do not find their
way into muniment rooms. Statisticians have not included
them in census returns. And the demographers cannot draw a
mathematical curve to show the rate and limit of their expan-
sion. But they have long promoted habits of getting on with
one's fellows, taking responsibility, and obeying the rules of
the game.
This almost spontaneous popular growth has been supple-
mented by nation-wide organizations, with a characteristically
English compromise between local initiative and central
guidance. The boys' brigade looked like a reminiscence of the
Saturday afternoon soldiering of the Victorian volunteers.
Young farmers kept alive rural crafts. Boy scouts, with the
dress of a cowboy and the handiness of a backwoodsman bode
fair to become a permanent by-product not only of South
Africa guerrilla tactics but also of the nineteenth-century
' frontier9 in general. Girl guides proved real pathfinders in
the unknown; for after school years the working girl of earlier
generations tended to be either a maidservant, for whose
scanty leisure some special society existed, or a junior mater-
f amilias with innumerable brothers and sisters and no leisure.
And when the years of scouting and guiding were past, rovers
and rangers carried on the work and helped to provide a new
generation of youth leaders.
Before the recent war, the primitive interests of nearly a
million young persons found an outlet in these directions, but
an outlet that has been canalized by the ideal of each doing
his best for the community. Scope was left for tlieir individual
initiative in the avoidance of mechanical obedience to adult

